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UNESCO

It’s not supposed to be about being ‘beautiful’.
To be listed as a Unesco “World Heritage”
site, a location must represent “outstanding

universal value” as expressed in one or more
of 10 cultural or natural criteria. The emphasis
is intended to be on uniqueness and historical
value.
In practice though, the listings emerge from

the messy sort of process that picks the winners
in seaside beauty contests.
A site can be nominated only by a UNESCO

member - or members, if it spans more than one
country. A committee with a rotating member-
ship meets once a year to decide which appli-
cants deserve to be listed.
They are guided in their deliberations by the

International Council on Monuments and Sites,
the World Conservation Union and the Interna-
tional Centre for the Study of the Preservation
and Restoration of Cultural Property.
The process can take years. Successful appli-

cants are listed on approval; those found “not
suitable” usually cannot reapply. Two interme-
diate states of limbo are available for cases that
require additional information or substantial re-
vision in order to be reconsidered. 
In the first two decades of the program, the

committee usually confirmed the recommenda-
tions of its outside advisors. This was partly be-
cause many of the earliest cultural sites were
obvious - Abu Simbel, Venice, the Acropolis, the
Great Wall of China. Some natural sites were

equally easy to identify - the Galápagos Islands,
Australia’s Great Barrier Reef, the Ngorongoro
crater on Tanzania’s Serengeti plain. The Inca
capital of Machu Picchu was an exemplary
mixed cultural/natural site.
The list was expected to top off at about 100.

But as it grew year by year, and the marketing
value of the listing became more apparent, the
definition of “outstanding universal value” was
loosened - also to accommodate objections that
the focus on historical importance was a West-
ern ‘elitist’ concept.
Alexander Balsamo, of the World Heritage

Center, explains that the first cultural listings
tended to be old and ‘monumental’. European
countries had both old monuments and the fi-
nancial and organizational resources to put to-
gether applicant dossiers, so inevitably a
majority of applicants came from Europe.
Italy was particularly blessed, both because

it had a wealth of potential sites and because it
had helped define the selection criteria. 
By 1994 the lack of balance prompted the

World Heritage Committee to launch a “Global
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Strategy for a Balanced, Representative, and
Credible World Heritage List”. The Committee
sought to correct the eurocentric imbalance
with new categories for cultural landscapes,
itineraries, industrial and 20th century heritage,
deserts, coastlines, and small-island sites. 
In 2004 the committee limited to two the

number of sites a member-state could propose
annually, mandating that at least one must be a
natural or ‘mixed’ site. No more than 45 sites
would be considered each year. 
Despite these efforts, Europe still predomi-

nates. More than half of all cultural sites world-
wide are European, with Italy having the most
(49) of any country in the world.
A 2011 study by the University of Zurich sug-

gests that “inappropriate aspects may play a role
(in eurocentric representation), such as political
or bureaucratic rent-seeking among the member
countries. These aspects are unrelated to the
value of global heritage.”
The Committee has also become increas-

ingly disinclined to follow the advice of its out-
side advisors. In the last decade, it has ignored

its experts a third of the time. European mem-
bers have agreed with 70% of advisory recom-
mendations, while African members have
agreed with only 48%.
Disagreements may be based on minor tech-

nicalities, but sometimes there are major dispar-
ities - when the experts advise non-inscription
and the committee decides otherwise. Enrico
Bertacchini, a Professor at the University of
Turin whose field is the economics of culture,
cites the Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem as
a notable example. It was listed in 2012, he says,
in spite of the fact that the dossier was not prop-
erly prepared and conservation plans not fully
documented.
Disagreements and disparities are unlikely to

go away anytime soon. According to Bertac-
chini: “We can’t prove scientifically that coun-
tries trade their votes for concessions, but we
know that the energy of a delegation, its size, re-
sources, presence, and experience all increase
its success rate in listings.”
So, it’s not so different from a bathing suit

beauty pageant after all.  

Claudia Flisi is an American journalist based in Italy
who writes for numerous international publications.

YThe Great Wall of
China, one of the World
Heritage sites listed by
Unesco.

UnesCo adopted
the convention

leading to its World
Heritage listings in
1972 to encourage the
“identification,
protection, and
preservation of cultural
and natural heritage
around the world
considered to be of
outstanding value to
humanity.” 
At present 981 sites are

listed - 759 cultural,
193 natural, and 29
featuring a
combination of cultural
and natural elements.
The number is due to
exceed 1,000 when the
next decisions for
World Heritage status
are made. 
The most peculiar of
the sites may be “Chief
Roi Mata’s Domain” on
the remote Pacific

island of Vanuatu, a
collection of locations
related to a former
tribal chief allegedly
poisoned by his
brother. The most
oddly named is
certainly “Head-
smashed-In-Buffalo
Jump,” a Canadian site
where for thousands of
years Blackfoot Indians
hunted buffalo by
chasing them off a cliff.

 Unesco’s 1000 sites, amid bufalos and lost islands
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